Improve air quality and the working environment with a KSi Dust Extraction System.

Bulk and seed treatment systems can create excess dust, depending on the quality and cleanliness of the seed, as well as other environmental conditions. Customers who have installed KSi Dust Extraction Systems report significant improvements in air quality, reduction in dust build-up on equipment, and overall cleaner working conditions.

- Each system specifically designed and sized
- Exterior blower fan, sized to meet the needs of each particular system and equipped with manual air-flow adjustment
- Galvanized scale hopper cover works in conjunction with sealed tubing insertions (flex hose sections isolate ducting and allow for proper scale function)
- Multiple insertion points and routing configurations, dependent upon specific site needs and/or restrictions
- All dust extracted outside of facility
- Integration with KSi Automation system efficiently operates blower when system is running
- Dust collection capability available, if desired

Galvanized hopper cover maintains full seed pile and scale capacity.